Your responses are listed below.

**Contact details**

**First name**
Norman

**Last name**
Webb

**Phone**
No Answer

**Mobile**
No Answer

**Email**

**Postcode**

**Country**
No Answer

**Stakeholder type**
Individual

**Organisation name**
No Answer

**What is your preferred method of contact?**
Email

**Would you like to receive further information and updates on IFOA and forestry matters?**
Yes

**Can the EPA make your submission public?**
Yes

**Have you previously engaged with the EPA on forestry issues?**

No

This is the content submission page. To avoid losing your responses please do not go back or refresh your browser on this page. Thank you for taking the time to make a submission on the remake of the Coastal Integrated Forestry Operations Approvals.

**Submission feedback**

Please provide feedback on the draft Coastal IFOA

**What parts of the draft Coastal IFOA are most important to you? Why?**

No Answer

**What parts of the draft Coastal IFOA do you think have a positive outcome on the management of environmental values or the production of sustainable timber? Why?**

Do not implement the new Integrated Forestry Operations Approval I do not think there can be any positive outcome with this proposed draft.

**What parts of the draft Coastal IFOA do you think have a negative outcome on the management of environmental values or the production of sustainable timber? Why?**

No Answer

**What are your views on the effectiveness of the combination of permanent environmental protections at the regional, landscape and operational scales (multi-scale protection)?**

No Answer

**In your opinion, would the draft Coastal IFOA be effective in managing environmental values and a sustainable timber industry? Why?**

No Answer

**General comments**

No Answer

**Attach your supporting documents (Document 1)**

No Answer

**Attach your supporting documents (Document 2)**
No Answer

Attach your supporting documents (Document 3)

No Answer

Thanks again

Have your say on NSW environment and heritage